$369.99 Dell Inspiron 11 2 in 1 with Pentium/4gb/500gb

Vibrant, ultra-portable 11” laptop makes every step on your journey more fun. Featuring fast, long-range WiFi and great battery life.

- Intel® Pentium Processor
- 4GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz
- 500 GB Hard Drive
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- 11.6-inch HD (1366 x 768) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Touch Display
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0
- Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz
- Up to 9.5 hours of battery life
- Windows 10 Home
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in

Model/Product #DRAX11BSW1703_1202 – Blue
UPC - 884116229827

$579.99 Dell Inspiron 13 5000 series 2 in 1 with i3/4gb/500gb

13” 2-in-1 in sleek and portable design with stunning sound.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor (3M Cache, up to 2.30 GHz)
- 500GB 5400RPM SATA Hard Drive
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- 13.3-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with Wide Viewing Angles-HD Camera
- Intel® HD Graphics 520
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2
- Dual Band 2.4 & 5 GHz
- Up to 9 hr battery life
- Windows 10 Home
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in

Model/Product #STARLORD131703_5001_R2 – Theoretical Grey
UPC - 884116229872
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 am – 5 pm CST (Mon-Fri)

**$779.99**

DELL Inspiron 13 5000 series 2 in 1

13” 2-in-1 in a sleek and portable design with stunning sound and optional features like a backlit keyboard and infrared camera for facial recognition.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor (3M Cache, up to 2.30 GHz). Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English
- 4GB Single Channel DDR4 2133MHz (4GBx1)
- 500GB 5400RPM SATA Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics 520
- 13.3-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with Wide Viewing Angles-HD Camera
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4 & 5 GHz, 1x1. 42WHr, 3-Cell Battery (Integrated)
- 1 year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail in

Model/Product #STARLORD13KBL1705_5008– Theoretical Grey
UPC - 884116236825

**$449.99**

Dell Inspiron 15 5000 series 2 in 1 with Pentium/4gb/500gb

15” 2-in-1 stylishly designed with four flexible modes, an expansive screen, and your choice of features, like a backlit keyboard and a solid state drive.

- Intel® Pentium Processor 4405U (2M Cache, up to 2.1 GHz)
- 500GB 5400RPM SATA Hard Drive
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- 15.6-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with Wide Viewing Angles-HD Camera
- Intel® HD Graphics 520
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2
- Dual Band 2.4 & 5 GHz
- Up to 7 hr, 34 minute battery life
- Windows 10 Home
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in

Model/Product #STARLORD151703_004 – Theoretical Grey
UPC - 884116229810

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 am – 5 pm CST (Mon-Fri)

$199.99

DELL Inspiron 11 3000

Dell Inspiron 11 3000 series, light weight laptops; featuring long range WiFi, high storage, superb connectivity and long battery life.
- Intel® Celeron® Processor N3050 (2M Cache, up to 2.16 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English
- 2GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz
- 11.6-inch HD (1366 x 768) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display
- 32GB eMMC
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 11.6-inch HD (1366 x 768) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- 32 WHr, 2-Cell Battery (Integrated)
- E-Star 6.1 and EPEAT Silver
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in

Model/Product #ROCKET1701_101
UPC -884116205708 Blue
UPC – 725638460698 White

$249.99

DELL Inspiron 14 3000

Lightweight, 14” laptop featuring Intel® processors, packed with all the essentials including sound by Waves MaxxAudio® Pro.
- Intel® Celeron® Processor N3050 (2M Cache, up to 2.16 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English
- 2GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 4GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 32GB eMMC
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 14.0-inch HD (1366 x 768) Truelife LED-Backlit Display
- 802.11bgn + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- 40 WHr, 4-Cell Battery (removable)
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in

Model/Product # IRIS14BSW1705_007_OPP - Black Texture
UPC - 884116236924
**DELL Inspiron 15 3000 Intel® Celeron® N3050 4GB/500GB**

Stay powered up with this lightweight, 15" laptop featuring Intel® processors, excellent battery life and sound by Waves MaxxAudio® Pro.

- Intel® Celeron® N3050 [Intel® Celeron® Processor N3050 (2M Cache, up to 2.16 GHz)]
- Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English
- 4GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 4GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 500GB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 15.6-inch HD (1366 x 768) Truelife LED-Backlit Display
- Tray load DVD Drive (Reads and Writes to DVD/CD)
- 802.11bgn + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- 40 WHr, 4-Cell Battery (removable)
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in

Model/Product #IRIS15BSW1701_008_OPP - Black Texture

UPC - 884116222248

**DELL Inspiron 15 3000 Intel® Core™ i3-5005U Processor 4GB/500GB**

Get your hands on a versatile 15.6" laptop packed with features for an enjoyable multimedia experience. All at an affordable price.

- Intel® Core™ i3-5005U Processor (3M Cache, 2.00 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English
- 4GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 500GB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics 5500
- 15.6-inch HD (1366 x 768) Truelife LED-Backlit Display
- Tray load DVD Drive (Reads and Writes to DVD/CD)
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- 40 WHr, 4-Cell Battery (removable)
- 1 Year Mail In Service
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month subscription

Model/Product# IRIS15BDW1701_105_OPP - Black Texture

UPC – 884116221227
$649.99

DELL Inspiron 15 5000 Intel® Core™ i5-7200U Processor 8GB

15" laptop with a glossy finish and options like an infrared camera and FHD touch display, so you can create a PC that reflects what matters to you.

- 7th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-7200U Processor (3M Cache, up to 3.10 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64-bit English
- 8GB Single Channel DDR4 2400MHz (8GBx1)
- 1TB 5400 rpm SATA Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics 620
- 15.6 inch LED Backlit Display with Truelife and HD resolution (1366 x 768)
- Tray load DVD Drive (Reads and Writes to DVD/CD)
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- 42WHr, 3-Cell Battery (Integrated)
- 1 Year Mail In Service

Model/Product # GAMORA15KBL1705_2310 – Foggy Night
UPC – 884116236948

$699.99

DELL Inspiron 15 5000 Intel® Core™ i5-7200U Processor 8GB

15" laptop with a glossy finish and options like an infrared camera and FHD touch display, so you can create a PC that reflects what matters to you.

- 7th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-7200U Processor (3M Cache, up to 3.10 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64-bit English
- 8GB Single Channel DDR4 2400MHz (8GBx1)
- 1TB 5400 rpm SATA Hard Drive.
- Intel® HD Graphics 620
- 15.6-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) Truelife LED-Backlit On-cell Touch Display (ties to IR Camera)
- Tray load DVD Drive (Reads and Writes to DVD/CD)
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- 42WHr, 3-Cell Battery (Integrated).
- 1 Year Mail In Service
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # GAMORA15KBL1705_2397_P – Foggy Night
UPC - 884116236962
$649.99

DELL Inspiron 17 5000 Intel® Core™ i5-7200U Processor 8GB

17" laptop with an anti-glare, backlit display. Add options like an FHD screen with discrete graphics to create a PC that reflects what matters to you.

- 7th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-7200U Processor (3M Cache, up to 3.10 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64-bit English
- 8GB Single Channel DDR4 2400MHz (8GBx1)
- 1TB 5400 rpm SATA Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics 620
- 17.3-inch HD+ (1600 x 900) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display
- Tray load DVD Drive (Reads and Writes to DVD/CD)
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- 42WHR, 3-Cell Battery (Integrated)
- 1 Year Mail In Service
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # GAMORA17KBL1705_2434 – Foggy Night
UPC - 884116236979

$799.99

DELL Inspiron 15 7000 Intel® Core™ i5-6300HQ Quad Core 8GB

Power your game with advanced Intel® Core™ processors and the latest graphics.

- 6th Generation Intel Core i5-6300HQ Quad Core (6M Cache, up to 3.2 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English
- 8GB Single channel DDR3L 1600MHz (8GBx1)
- 1TB 5.4k Hybrid HDD + 8GB Cache [1TB 5400 rpm Hybrid Hard Drive + 8GB Embedded Flash Cache]
- NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 960M 4GB GDDR5
- 15.6-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- 74WHR, 6-C (Int) [74 WHR, 6-Cell Battery (Integrated)]
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # PANDORA1605_5715 – Black
UPC - 884116191339
$899.99

DELL Inspiron 15” 7000 Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ Processor 8GB

Power your game with advanced Intel® Core™ processors and the latest graphics.
- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ Processor (6M Cache, up to 3.50 GHz)]
- Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English
- 8GB Single channel DDR3L 1600MHz (8GBx1)
- 1TB 5.4k Hybrid HDD + 8G Cache [1TB 5400 rpm Hybrid Hard Drive + 8GB Embedded Flash Cache]
- NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 960M 4GB GDDR5
- 15.6-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x.
- 74WHR, 6-C (Int) [74 Whr, 6-Cell Battery (Integrated)]
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # PANDORA1605_5716 – Black
UPC - 760625120988

$279.99

DELL Inspiron Small Desktop Intel® Celeron® Processor N3050

Small desktop redesigned to provide maximum power and take up minimum space. Featuring Intel® processors.
- Intel® Celeron® Processor N3050 (2M Cache, up to 2.16 GHz).
- Windows 10 Home 64-bit English
- 4GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 500GB 3.5inch Serial ATA (7200 Rpm) Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Integrated Graphics
- 802.11bg + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse Black
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # LILSFF1605_7101_R – Black
UPC - 884116210986
$399.99

DELL Inspiron Small Desktop Intel® Core™ i3-6100 Processor

A modern, compact desktop redesigned to provide maximum power and take up minimum space.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i3-6100 Processor (3M Cache, 3.70 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 4GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz (4GBx1)
- 1TB 7200 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11bgn + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse Black
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # LOTSFF1701_313_R – Black
UPC – 884116221296

$549.99

DELL Inspiron Small DT Intel® Core™ i5-6400 Processor

A modern, compact desktop redesigned to provide maximum power and take up minimum space.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-6400 Processor (6M Cache, up to 3.30 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 7200 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11bgn + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse Black
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # LOTSFF1701_315_R – Black
UPC - 884116221302
$449.99

DELL Inspiron DT (Intel) Intel® Core™ i3-6100 Processor

Extensive storage and exceptional power in an innovative new design that saves you space, without sacrificing performance.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i3-6100 Processor (3M Cache, 3.70 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz (8GBx1)
- 1TB 7200 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11bgn + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse Black
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # LOTMT1701_207_R - Black
UPC - 884116221265

$549.99

DELL Inspiron DT (Intel) Intel® Core™ i5-6400 Processor

Extensive storage and exceptional power in an innovative new design that saves you space, without sacrificing performance.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-6400 Processor (6M Cache, up to 3.30 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz (8GBx1)
- 1TB 7200 rpm Hard Drive
- NVIDIA® GeForce® 730 2GB GDDR3
- 802.11bgn + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse Black
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # LOTMT1701_201_R - Black
UPC - 884116222040
Call **1-800-664-8258** to place your special order 7 am – 5 pm CST (Mon-Fri)

### **DELL XPS 8910 Desktop**

**Price:** $699.99

**Model/Product:** VMAX1705_101 - Black  
**UPC:** 884116236702

**DELL XPS 8910 Desktop Intel® Core™ i5-6400 Processor 8GB**

The XPS Tower is a desktop built to grow with you. The functional design features big power and an easy-open chassis for simple expandability.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-6400 Processor (6M Cache, up to 3.3 GHz). Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB, 2133MHz, DDR4 up to 64GB (Additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 7200 rpm Hard Drive
- NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 730 with 2GB DDR3 Graphics Memory
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

### **DELL XPS 8910 Desktop**

**Price:** $849.99

**Model/Product:** VMAX1705_104 - Black  
**UPC:** 884116236719

**DELL XPS 8910 Desktop Intel® Core™ i7-6700 Processor 8GB**

The XPS Tower is a desktop built to grow with you. The functional design features big power and an easy-open chassis for simple expandability.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-6700 Processor (8M Cache, up to 4.0 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB, 2133MHz, DDR4 up to 64GB (Additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 7200 rpm Hard Drive
- NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 730 with 2GB DDR3 Graphics Memory
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
$1099.99

DELL XPS 8910 Desktop Intel® Core™ i7-6700 Processor 16GB

The XPS Tower is a desktop built to grow with you. The functional design features big power and an easy-open chassis for simple expandability.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-6700 Processor (8M Cache, up to 4.0 GHz), Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 1 DIMM 16GB, 2133MHz, DDR4 up to 64GB (Additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 7200 rpm Hard Drive
- NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 750Ti with 2GB GDDR5 Graphics Memory
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial, McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # VMAX1705_105_R2 - Black
UPC - 884116236726

$349.99

DELL Inspiron 20 3000 All In One Intel® Celeron® Processor N3150

Everything you need in a space-saving 20-inch all-in-one desktop with an easy one cord set up and responsive performance.

- Intel® Celeron® Processor N3150 (2M Cache, up to 2.08 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 4GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 500GB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel HD Graphics
- 802.11bgn + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse Black
- 19.5-inch HD+ (1600 x 900) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in

Model/Product # JASMBSW1701_8116_P
UPC - 884116221104
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 am – 5 pm CST (Mon-Fri)

Computers

Dell Inspiron 20 3000 All in One Intel® Pentium® Processor N3700

Everything you need in a space-saving 20-inch all-in-one desktop with an easy one cord set up and responsive performance.

- Intel® Pentium® Processor N3700 (2M Cache, up to 2.40 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 4GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel HD Graphics
- 802.11bgni + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse Black
- 19.5-inch HD+ (1600 x 900) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # JASMBSW1703_8111 - Black
UPC - 884116236573

$499.99

$399.99

Dell Inspiron 20” All In One with Pentium/4gb/TB with Touch Screen

Everything you need in a space-saving 20-inch all-in-one desktop with an easy one cord set up and responsive performance.

- Intel® Pentium® Processor N3700 (2M Cache, up to 2.40 GHz)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Tray load DVD Drive (Reads and Writes to DVD/CD)
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- 19.5-inch HD+ (1600 x 900) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display
- Intel HD Graphics
- 802.11bgni + Bluetooth 4.0
- 2.4 GHz
- Windows 10 Home
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Dell KM636 Wireless Keyboard & Mouse

Model/Product # JASMBSW1703_8112 – Black
UPC - 884116230090

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in V A Health Care, their families, caregivers, V A employees, V A volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$599.99

DELL Inspiron 20 3000 All In One Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor

With an easy setup and space-saving design, the Inspiron 20 3000 Series (Intel®) All-in-One desktop is the perfect fit for your family.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor (3M Cache, 2.30 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 4GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel HD Graphics
- 802.11bgn + Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz, 1x1
- Mouse included with Keyboard
- 19.5-inch HD+ (1600 x 900) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # JASMSK1703_903 – Black
UPC - 884116230243

$399.99

DELL Inspiron 22 3000 All In One AMD E2-7110 APU

22-inch all-in-one desktop with brilliant Full HD IPS display in a clutter-free design created for the whole family.

- AMD E2-7110 APU with Radeon R2 Graphics, 1.8Ghz, 4 Core
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 4GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz (4GBx1)
- 500GB 5400 rpm SATA Hard Drive
- AMD Integrated graphic UMA
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse White
- 21.5-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS)
- 1 Year Mail In Service, Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # MIMOAMD1703_103_P - Black
UPC - 884116236436

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 am – 5 pm CST (Mon-Fri)

**$479.99**

DELL Inspiron 22 3000 All In One  AMD A6-7310 APU

22-inch all-in-one desktop with brilliant Full HD IPS display in a clutter-free design created for the whole family.

- AMD A6-7310 APU with Radeon R4 Graphic, 2.4Ghz/2.0Ghz, 4 Core
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English.4GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz (4GBx1)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- AMD Integrated graphic UMA
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse White
- 21.5-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS).
- 1 Year Mail In Service. Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # MIMOAMD1703_101 - White
UPC - 884116229940

**$649.99**

DELL Inspiron 22 3000 All In One AMD A8-7410 APU

22-inch all-in-one desktop with brilliant Full HD IPS display in a clutter-free design created for the whole family.

- AMD A8-7410 APU with Radeon™ R5 Graphics 2.5Ghz/2.2Ghz, 4 Core
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz (8GBx1)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- AMD Integrated graphic UMA
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Mouse included with Keyboard
- 21.5" FHD TL Touch IPS (1920x1080).
- 1 Year Mail In Service. Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- AMD A6-7310 APU with Radeon R4 Graphic, 2.4Ghz/2.0Ghz, 4 Core
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English.4GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz (4GBx1).

Model/Product # MIMOAMD1703_104_P - Black
UPC - 884116236498
DELL® Inspiron 22 3000 All In One Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor

$499.99

22-inch all-in-one desktop with brilliant Full HD, wide-angle display in a clutter-free design created for the whole family.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor (3M Cache, 2.30 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64-bit English
- 6GB Dual Channel DDR3L 1600MHz (2GB+4GB)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive. Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Mouse included with Keyboard
- 21.5” FHD TL Touch IPS (1920x1080) One Glace Solution
- 65 Watt AC Adaptor
- 1 Year Mail In Service
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # MIMOSKL1705_110_P - Black
UPC - 884116237327

DELL® Inspiron 22 3000 All In One Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor

$579.99

22-inch all-in-one desktop with brilliant Full HD, wide-angle display in a clutter-free design created for the whole family.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor (3M Cache, 2.30 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64-bit English
- 4GB (1x4GB) 1600MHZ DDR3L Memory
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse White
- 21.5” FHD TL Non Touch IPS (1920x1080)
- 65 Watt AC Adaptor
- 1 Year Mail In Service
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # MIMOSKL1705_101 - Black
UPC - 884116237310
$699.99

DELL Inspiron 22 3000 All In One Intel® Core™ i5-6200U Processor

22-inch all-in-one desktop with brilliant Full HD, wide-angle display in a clutter-free design created for the whole family.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-6200U Processor (3M Cache, up to 2.80 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB Single Channel DDR3L 1600MHz (8GBx1)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Mouse included with Keyboard
- 21.5” FHD TL Touch IPS (1920x1080) One Glace Solution
- 65 Watt AC Adaptor
- Additional Software
- 1 Year Mail In Service
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # MIMOSKL1705_102
UPC - 884116237334

$449.99

DELL Inspiron 24 3000 All In One with AMD 4GB

Affordable 24-inch all-in-one desktop perfect for everyone in the family. Featuring AMD processors and a Full HD display with a wide-viewing angle.

- AMD E2-7110 APU with Radeon™ R2 Graphics, 1.8Ghz, 4 Core
- Windows 10 Home 64-bit English
- 4GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 500GB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Integrated Graphics with AMD APU
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse White
- 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS)
- Energy Star 6.1 (available in selected configurations)
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # ORCHAMD1605_2400_R – Black
UPC - 884116190196
Dell Inspiron 24” 3000 series All In One with AMD A6/4gb/500gb

Affordable 24-inch all-in-one desktop that’s perfect for everyone in the family. This desktop features AMD processors and a Full HD display with a wide-viewing angle.

- AMD A6-7310 APU with Radeon™ R4 Graphic
- 4 Core
- 500GB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Tray load DVD Drive (Reads and Writes to DVD/CD)
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display with Wide Viewing Angle
- IPS, Intel® HD Graphics, 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0
- Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz
- Windows 10 Home
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Wired mouse and keyboard

Model/Product # ORCHAMD1703_2402 – Black
UPC - 884116230175

$649.99

DELL Inspiron 24” 3000 All In One with AMD A8/8GB

Affordable 24-inch all-in-one desktop perfect for everyone in the family.

- Featuring AMD processors and a Full HD display with a wide-viewing angle.
- AMD A8-7410 APU with Radeon™ R5 Graphics 2.5Ghz/2.2Ghz, 4 Core
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Integrated Graphics with AMD APU
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Mouse included with Keyboard
- 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS)
- 1 Year Ltd Hware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # ORCHAMD1701_2407 - Black
UPC - 884116221128
$449.99

Inspiron 24” 3000 All In One Desktop Intel® Celeron® Processor N3150 4GB

24-inch all-in-one desktop in a space-saving design. Featuring Intel® processors and a Full HD display with a wide-viewing angle.

- Intel® Celeron® Processor N3150 (2M Cache, up to 2.08 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 4GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 500GB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Dell MS116 Wired Mouse White
- 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080) Anti-Glare LED-Backlit Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS)
- 1 Year Ltd Hware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # ORCHBSW1701_409 - Black
UPC - 884116221135

$699.99

Inspiron 24” 3000 All In One Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor 8GB

With a full HD wide-viewing-angle display and easy one-cord set up, the Intel-powered Inspiron 24 3000 Series All-in-One desktop is the perfect fit for the whole family.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i3-6100U Processor (3M Cache, 2.30 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Mouse included with Keyboard
- 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS)
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # ORCHSKL1701_409 - Black
UPC - 884116221159
$799.99

Inspiron 24 3000 All In One Intel® Core™ i5-6200U Processor 8GB

With a full HD wide-viewing-angle display and easy one-cord set up, the Intel-powered Inspiron 24 3000 Series All-in-One desktop is the perfect fit for the whole family.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-6200U Processor (3M Cache, up to 2.80 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 8GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 8GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Mouse included with Keyboard.
- 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS)
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # ORCHSKL1701_423
UPC - 884116221142
Dell Inspiron 24” 5000 series All In One with Core i5/8gb/TB

Powerful, 24-inch all-in-one desktop with rich multimedia features. With Intel processors, Full HD and built-in performance speakers.
- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-6400T Processor (6M Cache, up to 2.80 GHz)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Tray load DVD Drive (Reads and Writes to DVD/CD)
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS)
- Intel® HD Graphics 530
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0
- Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz
- Windows 10 Home
- 1 Year Limited Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Dell KM636 Wireless Keyboard & Mouse

Model/Product # SUNFL1703_624 – Black
UPC - 884116230069

$899.99

Inspiron 24” 5000 All In One Intel® Core™ i5-6400T Processor 12GB

Powerful, 24-inch all-in-one desktop with rich multimedia features. With Intel processors, Full HD and built-in performance speakers.
- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-6400T Processor (6M Cache, up to 2.80 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 12GB, 1600MHz, DDR3L; up to 16GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics 530, 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1
- Mouse included with Keyboard
- 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS)
- 1 Year Limited Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # SUNFL1605_626_P - Black
UPC - 884116191391
$1049.99

Dell Inspiron 24" 5000 series All In One with Core i7/12gb/TB

Powerful, 24-inch all-in-one desktop with rich multimedia features. With Intel processors, Full HD and built-in performance speakers.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-6700T Processor (8M Cache, up to 3.60 GHz)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Tray load DVD Drive (Reads and Writes to DVD/CD)
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with Wide Viewing Angle (IPS)
- Intel® HD Graphics 530
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0
- Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz
- Windows 10 Home
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Dell KM636 Wireless Keyboard & Mouse

Model/Product #SUNFL1703_625 – Black
UPC - 884116230076

$1049.99

Dell Inspiron 24" 7000 Series All In One with Core i5/8gb/TB

Ultrathin 24-inch all-in-one desktop offers dynamic performance designed to impress. Featuring Intel® RealSense™ Camera and Windows Hello.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ Processor i5-6300HQ (6M Cache, up to 3.20 GHz)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- 23.8" FHD (1920x1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with IPS and Intel® RealSense® 3D Camera
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0
- Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz
- Windows 10 Home
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Dell KM713 Wireless Keyboard & Mouse

Model/Product #POPPY1703_714_3D – Black
UPC - 884116230106
Dell Inspiron 24" 7000 All In One Intel® Core™ Processor i5-6300HQ 12GB

Ultrathin 24-inch all-in-one desktop offers dynamic performance designed to impress. Featuring Intel® RealSense™ Camera and Windows Hello.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ Processor i5-6300HQ (6M Cache, up to 3.50 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 12GB, 2133MHz, DDR4; up to 16GB (additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- Intel® HD Graphics
- 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.2, Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz, 1x1,
- Mouse included with Keyboard
- 23.8" FHD (1920x1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with IPS and Intel® RealSense® 3D Camera
- 1 Year Ltd Hware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # POPPY1703_717_3D
UPC - 884116230267

$1249.99

Dell Inspiron 24" 7000 Series All In One with Core i7/12gb/TB

Ultrathin 24-inch all-in-one desktop offers dynamic performance designed to impress. Featuring Intel® RealSense™ Camera and Windows Hello.

- 6th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ Processor (6M Cache, up to 3.50 GHz)
- 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription
- 23.8" FHD (1920x1080) Truelife LED-Backlit Touch Display with IPS and Intel® RealSense® 3D Camera
- Intel® HD Graphics, 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0
- Dual Band 2.4&5 GHz
- Windows 10 Home
- 1 Year Ltd Hardware Warranty: Mail-in
- Dell KM713 Wireless Keyboard & Mouse

Model/Product # POPPY1703_715_3D – Black
UPC - 884116230274
$1699.99

**XPS 27” All In One Desktop Intel® Core™ i5-4460S Processor 8GB**

27-inch all-in-one desktop with responsive multi-touch technology. Featuring Intel® processors and Windows 10, plus an Adobe RGB Quad-HD panel display.
- 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i5-4460S Processor (6M Cache, up to 3.40 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English
- 8GB, 1600MHz, DDR3 up to 16GB (Additional memory sold separately)
- 1TB 7200 rpm Hard Drive, Intel HD Graphics without TPM
- Intel® 7260AC+BT4.0
- Mouse included with Keyboard purchase
- 1 Year Ltd Hware Warranty: Mail-in
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # PIRE1603_1394_R - Black
UPC – 884116179641

---

$2299.99

**XPS 27” All In One Desktop Intel® Core™ i7-4790S Processor 8GB**

27-inch all-in-one desktop with responsive multi-touch technology. Featuring Intel® processors and Windows 10, plus an Adobe RGB Quad-HD panel display.
- 4th Generation Intel® Core™ i7-4790S processor (8M Cache, up to 4.00 GHz)
- Windows 10 Home, 64-bit, English
- 8GB, 1600MHz, DDR3 up to 16GB (Additional memory sold separately)
- 2TB 7200 rpm SATA 6Gb/s Hard Drive + 64GB mSATA Solid State Drive
- NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 750M 2GB GDDR5
- Intel® 7260AC+BT4.0
- Mouse included with Keyboard purchase
- 1 Year Ltd Hware Warranty: Mail-in; Customer supplies box Dell pays shipping
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial
- McAfee LiveSafe 12 Month Subscription

Model/Product # PIRE1605_2141_R2 - Black
UPC - 884116190141
Call 1-800-664-8258 to place your special order 7 am – 5 pm CST (Mon-Fri)

$99.99  DELL 19” Monitor

- Manufacturer Warranty 3 years warranty
- Weight 6 lbs, Device Type LED-backlit LCD monitor - 19”
- Compliant Standards DDC/CI, RoHS, CECP, Color Support 16.7 million color
- Response Time 5 ms (black-to-white)
- Aspect Ratio Widescreen - 16:9, Native Resolution
- 1366 x 768 at 60 Hz, Environmental Standards
- ENERGY STAR Qualified, Microsoft Certification Compatible with Windows 7, Pixel Pitch
- 0.3 mm, Brightness 200 cd/m², Contrast Ratio 600:1, Input Connectors VGA
- DisplayPort, Display Position Adjustments Tilt Panel Type TN
- Dimensions (WxDxH) - with stand: 17.5 in x 6.6 in x 14.1 in
- Screen Coating Anti-glare, 3H Hard Coating
- Power Consumption (On mode)

Model/Product # E1916H – Black
UPC - 884116186489

$159.99  DELL 22” Monitor

- Manufacturer Warranty 3 years warranty
- Weight 7.39 lbs, Device Type LED-backlit LCD monitor - 22”, Compliant Standards Plug and Play, VESA EDID, DDC/CI, RoHS, CECP, TCO Displays, Color Support 16.7 million colors,
- Response Time 5 ms (black-to-white), Color Black, Aspect Ratio Widescreen - 16:9
- Native Resolution Full HD 1920 x 1080 at 60 Hz
- Environmental Standards
- ENERGY STAR Qualified
- Microsoft Certification Compatible with Windows 7
- Pixel Pitch 0.248 mm, Brightness 200 cd/m², Contrast Ratio 600:1
- Input Connectors VGA, Display Position Adjustments Tilt Panel Type TN
- Dimensions (WxDxH) - with stand: 20.2 in x 7.1 in x 15.6 in.
- Screen Coating Anti-glare, 3H Hard Coating
- Power Consumption (On mode) 18.2 W

Model/Product # E2216HV - Black
UPC - 884116186533

Only authorized customers (Veterans enrolled in VA Health Care, their families, caregivers, VA employees, VA volunteers and visitors) may shop or dine with VCS.
$259.99  DELL 23” Monitor

- Weight 12.32 lbs
- Device Type LED-backlit LCD monitor – 23”
- Compliant Standards TCO Displays, Color Support 16.7 million colors
- Response Time 6 ms (gray-to-gray), Color Black, Aspect Ratio Widescreen - 16:9
- Native Resolution Full HD 1920 x 1080 at 60 Hz
- Environmental Standards ENERGY STAR Qualified
- Microsoft Certification Compatible with Windows 7
- Pixel Pitch 0.265mm, Brightness 250 cd/m², Contrast Ratio 1000:1
- Input Connectors HDMI, VGA, DisplayPort
- Display Position Adjustments Tilt Panel Type IPS
- Dimensions (WxDxH) - with stand 20.9 in x 7.1 in x 14.1 in

Model/Product # P2317H - Black
UPC - 884116230717

$349.99  DELL 24” Ultra HD Monitor

- Manufacturer Warranty 3 years warranty, Features USB 3.0 hub
- Weight 11.9 lbs
- Device Type LED-backlit LCD monitor – 23.8”
- Compliant Standards Plug and Play, VESA EDID, DDC/CI, TCO Displays, Color Support 1.07 billion colors
- Response Time 8 ms (typical); 6 ms (gray-to-gray)
- Bundled with 3-Years Advanced Exchange Service and Premium Panel Guarantee
- Aspect Ratio Widescreen - 16:9, Native Resolution 4K 3840 x 2160 (DisplayPort: 60 Hz, HDMI: 30 Hz)
- Environmental Standards ENERGY STAR Qualified
- Microsoft Certification Compatible with Windows 7
- Pixel Pitch 0.13725 mm Brightness 300 cd/m², Contrast Ratio 1000:1 / 2000000:1 (dynamic)
- Input Connectors HDMI (MHL), DisplayPort, Mini DisplayPort
- Display Position Adjustments Tilt Panel Type IPS, Screen Coating Anti-glare, 3H Hard Coating
- Dimensions (WxDxH) - with stand 22.3 in x 8.1 in x 14.5 in

Model/Product # P2415Q - Black
UPC – 884116162223
$549.99  
DELL 27” Monitor

- Features Manufacturer Warranty 3 years
- Features USB 2.0 hub
- Weight 19.29 lbs
- Device Type Device Type LED-backlit LCD monitor – 27"
- Compliant Standards Compliant Standards Plug and Play, DDC CI Displays, Color Support 16.7 million colors
- Response Time 6 ms (gray-to-gray)
- Aspect Ratio Widescreen - 16:9, Native Resolution Full HD 1920 x 1080 at 60 Hz
- Environmental Standards ENERGY STAR Qualifie
- Microsoft Certification Microsoft Compatible with Windows 7
- Pixel Pitch 0.3114mm Brightness Brightness 250 cd/m², Contrast Ratio Contrast Ratio 1000:1 / 8000000:1 (dynamic)
- Input Connectors HDMI, VGA, MHL
- Display Position Adjustments Tilt Panel Type Panel Type IPS
- Screen Coating Anti-glare, 3H Hard Coating
- Dimensions (WxDxH) - with stand 24.1 in x 7.7 in x 17.5 in

Model/Product # S2715H – Black
UPC – 884116155218
$1699.99 Alienware 15

The perfect balance of power and portability come together in the new Alienware 15 gaming laptop. Engineered with incredible, all new NVIDIA 10-series graphics and overclocked processors to tilt the game in your favor.

- NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1060 with 6GB GDDR5
- Intel® Core™ i7-6700HQ (Quad-Core, 6MB Cache, up to 3.5GHz w/ Turbo Boost)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 15.6 inch FHD (1920 x 1080) IPS Anti-Glare 300-nits Display
- 16GB DDR4 at 2400MHz (2x8GB)
- 128GB M.2 SATA 6Gb/s SSD (Boot) + 1TB 7200RPM SATA 6Gb/s (Storage)
- 1 Year Hardware Service with Onsite/In-Home Service After Remote Diagnosis
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial

Model/Product # Cassini 15 – Black/Pink
UPC – 884116259862

$2549.99 Alienware 17

Alienware’s most powerful 17” gaming laptop is designed for the most immersive VR and now has options for the revolutionary Tobii eye tracking, bringing you deeper in the game than ever before.

- NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 1070 with 8GB GDDR5
- Intel® Core™ i7-6820HK (Quad-Core, 8MB Cache, Dynamically Overclocked up to 4.1GHz)
- Windows 10 Home 64bit English
- 17.3 inch UHD (3840 x 2160) IPS Anti-Glare 300-nits Display with Tobii IR Eye-tracking
- 16GB DDR4 at 2667MHz (2x8GB)
- 256GB PCIe SSD (Boot) + 1TB 7200RPM SATA 6Gb/s (Storage)
- Killer 1435 802.11ac 2x2 WiFi and Bluetooth 4.1
- 1 Year Hardware Service with Onsite/In-Home Service After Remote Diagnosis
- Microsoft Office 30 Day Trial

Model/Product # Cassini 17 – Black/Pink
UPC - 884116219828